
ADDICTED TO DEATH

Inside the  minds of those 

living on the edge. 



SERIES concept:

S m o k e j u m p e r s … w i n g s u i t e r s . . . f r e e 
climbers… they risk their lives in pursuit of 
their passions. But at what cost? What drives 
them to tempt death, no matter the danger? 
How do they overcome our most primal 
instincts? Have they mastered a kind of mind 
control few know exist? Are they hooked on 
adrenaline? Can you be Addicted to Death? 

This documentary series is an immersive, 
scientific exploration of the world’s most 
high-risk professions and sports. Each 
episode, world-renowned neuroscientist Dr. 
Rahul Jandial and his team of experts dive 
into the minds of those who risk their lives 
every day. Through a series of cutting-edge 
experiments, interviews, and embedded 
self-trials, this series seeks explanations for 
what drives these daredevils to the edge, and 
how they keep their composure in the most 
deadly scenarios.



Dr. Rahul Jandial, Neuroscientist

Rahul Jandial, M.D., PH.D. is one of the world’s leading neurosurgeons. His 
work at the City of Hope Cancer Center has saved thousands of lives and 
produced groundbreaking medical research. As a scientist, he founded the 
Jandial Laboratory, which is dedicated to neuroscience and cancer research. He 
has authored 10 books and over 100 academic articles on surgery, neuroscience 
and cancer biology. He also founded and co-directs the International 
Neurosurgical Children’s Association and regularly embarks on pediatric brain 
surgery missions around the world.

Dr. Jandial is uniquely qualified to analyze the effects of adrenaline on the 
anatomy of the brain. In this series, he will breakdown and compare addiction 
to other substances and behaviors to give the audience a better understanding 
of just how addictive adrenaline is at the chemical level. He and his team 
of researchers will run extensive neurological testing to provide concrete, 
quantitative evidence to support his hypotheses.

Dr. Jandial’s Mission Statement:

I seek the answers to the same questions we all have in our minds when we see 
someone perform a death-defying act, but not one of just reckless abandon–one 
that weaves together fearlessness with a focused mind and an elite athlete’s body. 
These people seem to be operating on another level, reminding us of the untapped 
potential inside us. Even if we don’t ever fully realize that potential, we still benefit 
from seeing the human mind and body at its edge. And we can still stand in awe 
of what the rare individual can achieve.

SCIENTISTS



greg whyt, phd

Greg Whyte is an Olympian in the modern pentathlon, and a European 
and World Championship medalist. He is also the preeminent authority 
on Exercise Physiology and Sports and Exercise Performance in the UK. An 
internationally-recognized expert in the field, Greg has extensive professional 
experience assessing, treating and improving the performance of patients, 
sporting enthusiasts and athletes ranging from cancer sufferers to celebrities 
attempting their first mountain summit to Gold medal seeking Olympians.

dr. q

From the humblest beginnings in Mexicali, Mexico, Dr. Alfredo Quiñones-
Hinojosa “Dr. Q” literally jumped the border fence into the United States for a 
better future. With a drive and passion unparalleled, he worked to become an 
internationally-renowned neuroscientist and neurosurgeon at Johns Hopkins 
Hospital in Baltimore, Maryland. Whether he’s comforting a patient, in the 
operating room, or working on his cutting-edge research, Dr. Q is always 
approachable, inventive, and driven.

dr. dawn waters

Dr. Dawn Waters is a Yale graduate, Stanford Professor and full-time 
Neurosurgeon at one of the largest Neurosurgery centers in the country. 
She’s known for her thoughtful approach to neuroscience, and her innovative 
research on rare deformities of the human brain. Dr. Waters regularly travels 
the world operating on patients all over the globe.

SCIENTISTS



EPISODE 1: 
Wingsuiters

Wing suiters are the ultimate adrenaline 
junkies! In this episode, the show’s experts 
will scale the largest cliffs in Switzerland 
alongside the wing suiters to peel back 
the layers to this psychologically twisted, 
fringe subculture.  The community is 
composed of an international cast of 
misfits, all in it for different reasons, but 
driven by one chemical… ADRENALINE. 
Dr. Rahul  Jandial travels to the Churfirsten 
Mountains in the Swiss Alps to monitor 
the athletes’ pre-jump resting state, at the 
edge of the cliff face seconds before they 
leap, during flight, and finally when they’re 
safely on the ground. They’ll observe the 
athletes for another 48 hours to see the full 
range of the jumpers’ psychological and 
chemical consequences of being a flyer. The 
goal is to carefully examine the lives of the 
participants of the “world’s most deadly 
sport.” Our host will produce a careful 
analysis of the scientific findings and dig 
into the history and future of the sport by 
examining the science behind this band of 
brothers and sisters ready to live and die in 
flight.  



johnny strange

At the age of 17, Johnny became the youngest person to climb the Seven 
Summits. While in high school, Johnny’s radical antics repeatedly landed him 
on local news—once for standing on top of a moving car while on the highway. 
As Johnny got older, he would test his limits by jumping into the world’s most 
dangerous sports on the most dangerous stages. In 2015, Johnny passed away 
while proximity wing suiting in the Swiss Alps. Using interviews from experts 
and his loved ones, we will analyze Johnny’s lifestyle and pose the questions: 
Was he pre-conditioned to thrill seeking? Did certain institutions encourage 
his actions? How “chemically dependent” was he to adrenaline? And lastly, was 
intervention warranted?

JEB CORLISS

As the marquee athlete of proximity wing suiting, Jeb Corliss has been at 
the forefront of the sport’s development since the late 2000s. He’s had many 
accidents, many loved ones lost, and has come in and out of retirement multiple 
times after being shattered by loss. 

STEPH DAVIS

Steph has been married twice to two wing suiters who’ve passed in recent years. 
Still, she continues to fly. Where one might think Steph would ground herself, 
it appears her exposure has had the opposite effect. Our focus on Steph is to 
find out if her fringe community is normalizing death.



EPISODE 2: 
hot shots and 
smoke jumpers

With the U.S. engulfed in an epidemic 
of out-of-control wildfires, elite teams 
of wildland firefighters are the only 
hope to protect our forests and at-risk 
neighborhoods. In this episode, Dr. Jandial 
will embed with a team of 20 American 
hot shots and smokejumpers as they battle 
the deadliest fires in the country. His 
mission is to answer one very complex but 
important question:  Are these firefighters 
risking their lives for purely altruistic 
reasons, or are they driven by a much more 
personal need to live on the edge? Our host 
will create a psychological profile of what 
makes a person literally throw himself 
into the flames, and discover why some 
of the smartest, fittest individuals in the 
world insist on undertaking these difficult, 
dangerous, and stressful assignments? 
Through a series of interviews with the 
firefighters and their families, the experts 
will also examine the impact of this deadly 
profession on loved ones.



brendan mcdonough

Brendan McDonough is the sole survivor of the 2013 Yarnell Hill Fire in 
Arizona. Yet, even after the fire killed 19 of Brendan’s colleagues, he continues 
to fight fires. 

We will discuss Brendan’s struggle and his difficulty moving past survivor’s 
guilt. Our psychologist will weigh in on Brendan’s PTSD and pose the question 
of whether Brendan should continue to be a hot shot or retire his ax. Finally, 
we show how Brendan might have traded his previous heroin addiction 
for adrenaline when he joined the Granite Mountain Hot Shot squad. Did 
McDonough cope with his addiction, or was it masked with his new firefighting 
fix? Our neuroscientist will address this head-on.

naomi mills

Naomi Mills, of the Missoula Smokejumpers Forest Team, thrives off the 
teamwork required to combat forest fires. But is there is an underlying 
motive to her  actions? Is her drive to save the environment a red herring for 
her extreme core? Widening our character spectrum, we will examine the 
psychology of being level-headed under pressure.



EPISODE 3: 
speedracers

When humans entrust their lives to the 
world’s fastest machines, so often, the 
results are fatal. In this episode, our host 
takes a deep dive into the phrase, “need 
for speed” and answer the question: Does 
racing at lightning-fast speeds change 
the physical composition of the body and 
brain?

To begin, we focus on the Isle of Man TT 
Race—the deadliest stock motorcycle race 
in the world. These hour-long races reach 
speeds of up to 200 mph keep the body in 
a constant state of stress. Dr. Jandial will 
use the latest in body monitoring devices 
to measure the effect of high speed races 
on the physical and mental processes of 
the human body. 

In the second segment, we dive into the 
field of stock car racing. Whereas the Isle 
of Man TT Race is once a year, stock car 
racing is a year-round career that allows us 
to measure the long-term effects of speed 
and its impact on the human condition. 



mark "thriller" miller

After multiple near-death injuries, Mark “Thriller” Miller’s participation in the 
world’s deadliest race, the Isle of Man TT, makes one wonder if he’s confident 
or arrogant. When asked why he participates in the race, he explains, “There’s 
a lot of risk and I like that for some strange reason. I like that it’s so pure.” But 
what if that “pure” feeling could be explained on a molecular level? Could it be 
addicting, as we’ve come to know heroin to be? What about Mark is motivating 
him to set aside the awareness of his own mortality and take up death’s gauntlet? 

brian donovan

“Racing can offer a taste of the intense states experienced by meditators and 
mystics. The experience, some drivers say, can be highly addictive,” writes 
author and ex-racer, Brian Donovan. In this segment, Donovan’s experience as 
a high-speed Indie car racer is used to explain how the sensation of speed might 
be addicting. 

His knowledge of Wendell Scott, the first to break the color barrier in stock car 
racing, is used to understand how Scott’s obsessive desire to race, like that of 
many drivers, comes from a deeper impulse than just financial gain. 



EPISODE 4: 
Warriors

Some people have tapped their adrenaline 
fix in one of the world’s largest institutions: 
the U.S. military. Dr. Jandial will travel to 
the warzones in Afghanistan, to join U.S. 
Special Forces on Patrol. His goal is to 
discover how soldiers, already suffering 
from severe PTSD, continue to lay their 
lives on the line. How does PTSD affect the 
brain? How does it impact the performance 
of soldiers who continue to deploy time 
and again?

Moving beyond the soldiers, the experts 
also focus on those who embark on 
expeditions to get close to combat: warzone 
journalists. Do these heroic reporters 
suffer from PTSD to the same degree as 
the soldiers they cover? Is it possible to 
suffer from secondary PTSD?



caleb stevens

At the age of 23, Caleb Stevens suffered a bullet wound inflicted by ISIS militants 
while fighting alongside the Kurds in Syria. Our specialist will analyze Caleb 
Stevens’ true motives of fighting ISIS. Is it for the thrill of it all?

sebaStian junger

Sebastian Junger is an award-winning documentarian best known for his work 
on Restrepo and Hell on Earth, which document the realities of the Afghanistan 
and Syrian wars. In this segment, Junger’s extensive coverage of war will be put 
into question. Does Junger seek a thrill while filming, or is his observational 
approach grounded in reason?

tim hetherington

Junger had a companion to assist on his treacherous filmmaking endeavors. His 
name was Tim Hetherington. However, Tim was taken from the harsh reality of 
war when he was killed by an explosive shot by Libyan forces while covering the 
2011 Libyan Civil War. As part of a segment that focuses on war journalism, we 
see why Sebastian Junger continues to capture the frontlines of war knowing he 
lost his right-hand man, to the same profession.



EPISODE 5: 
WILD FRONTIER

In our fifth episode, we observe those who 
physically live life on the edge… of cliffs and 
mountains. Our host will conduct experiments 
relating to fear: the fear of heights, the fear of 
falling, the fear of the unknown. Do these free 
spirits crave fear? Is fear a driving force? Can 
fear actually help the mind by relieving stress 
from other aspects of a person’s life?

Exploring two takes on climbing, we first focus 
on free climbing. How does one block out fear 
of falling in order to stay alive while scaling 
cliffs without a harness? 

Our second take focuses on mountaineering, 
which so often requires split-second decision 
making that, when driven by fear, results in 
the deaths of numerous climbers each year.



JIMMY CHIN, RENAN OZTURK & CONRAD ANKER

In September of 2011, Jimmy Chin, Renan Ozturk, and Conrad Anker became 
the first to climb to the “Shark Fin” summit on Mount Meru. Documenting their 
journey in what would eventually become the critically-acclaimed documentary, 
Meru, the film’s conclusion leaves the audience with concerns. What has Jimmy 
Chin, the youngest and most advanced of the climbers done since the climb? 
Has his chemical “base line” been heightened after Meru? Has Renan Ozturk’s 
injury, one that seems to have put him out of climbing commission, affected his 
lifestyle? Can we compare his lack of thrill to a drug withdrawal? And lastly, 
has Anker, the oldest of the three who came out of retirement to climb Meru, 
found closure in filling his void? What would his family, with his kids in their 
adolescence, worry about? Our host will discuss the conditions these characters 
in accordance with their specialty.

ALEX HONNOLD

In another segment, we cover the most recent big-wall super star, Alex Honnold. 
Posting a 4.7 high school GPA that landed him enrollment at UC Berkeley for 
engineering, Honnold dropped out soon after the age of 19 to live simply as 
a climber. But what made Honnold stick out from other climbers is what he 
did on June 3rd, 2017: he became the first to free-solo El Capitan, and did so 
in under 4 hours. What urged Honnold to leave a conventionally promising 
future as an engineer? Does he experience a different feeling while free soloing 
as opposed to big-wall climbing? Will his standout ability to chase the void find 
him isolated from even the most extreme adrenaline junkies of today?



EPISODE 6: 
rooftoppers

Anyone who frequents Instagram, 
Facebook, and other online platforms, 
has come across the stomach-churning 
clips of rooftoppers walking along edges 
of skyscrapers in Dubai—the ultimate 
daredevil’s playground. Unlike other 
extreme athletes, rooftoppers have gained 
notoriety for risking their lives via social 
media. 

In this episode, Dr. Jandial conduct 
experiments to discover the psychological 
effects of internet fame, and how the 
pressure to gain a following can push some 
to deadly extremes? These “influencers” go 
above and beyond their limits to produce 
the most heart-pounding content they can 
think of; some concluding in death. And 
their influence has created an influx of 
copycat thrill-seekers.



NIKITA DEFT

Nikita Deft has gained over 150,000 followers on Instagram because of his 
stunts. Not only does Nikita climb to the tallest buildings and walk out on their 
ledges, he also incorporates an element of skill, ranging from handstands on a 
ledge to scootering along a narrow platform 40 stories high. 

What’s concerning about Nikita’s lifestyle is his body’s adjusted baseline after 
living life on the edge. Nikita explains, “The first time it was very scary and 
exciting; I couldn’t look down. Gradually I began to get myself under control 
and now I’m confident at any height.” Our team of experts will help explain the 
concept of baseline and if Nikita’s life is being harmed by his inability to feel 
grounded. 

wu yongning

Known as “The Chinese Superman,” Wu Yongning fell to his death while doing 
what he loved. However, there is concern that his death was crowd-funded by 
the economic and social affirmation he received from his viewership. Distorted 
by identity, purpose, and fulfillment, our team of experts looks into Wu’s life 
and questions if he truly died doing what he loved, or if he was pushed to the 
limits by socioeconomic forces.



EPISODE 7: 
CRIMINALS

Serial criminals: societal deviants taking 
advantage of those around them, or 
adrenaline addicts without the ability 
to stop? For the first time on television, 
our host will take a psychological & 
neurological approach to determine if 
criminals can be physically addicted to 
breaking the law? 

Dr. Jandial will conduct interviews and 
experiments with convicts in jail, as well as 
those still on the streets, and those trying 
to live a life in the straight-and-narrow. 
What happens when they have thoughts 
and visions of returning to a life of crime? 
Is there a neurological need that must be 
fulfilled? We’ll embed with three types 
of criminals—a team who spearheaded a 
sophisticated heist, a serial killer, and high 
priced white-collar criminal.  What do all 
three have in common?  



EPISODE 8: 
animal instinct

This episode explores the daring 
individuals working with and around 
deadly animals. How do these experts 
overcome our evolutionary instinct to 
flee from dangerous predators? Many 
have died in the pursuit of getting close 
to unpredictable and aggressive creatures, 
yet many more step up to the challenge. 
From divers who photograph and observe 
Great White Sharks, to lion tamers, to 
religious snake handlers – what makes 
these individuals tempt fate? Is it a sense 
of purpose? A need to help or save a wild 
species? Or is there something addictive 
that keeps them going?



the field lab

Dr. Jandial and his crew will interview, embed 
and follow key characters through 8 episodes, 
which will allow them to:

• Get into their minds through penetrating 
interviews

• Get direct measurements (biometrics) 
to see how they are similar to each other 
and different from Rahul (serving as the 
surrogate for the viewer)

• Use a panel of biometrics in each episode 
and compare across episodes

• Propose and test various hypotheses



vHYPOTHESES & EXPERMENTS

Hypothesis Biology Biometric
Do they block their “fight or 
flight” response?

Our brains send down nerves to every millimeter of our bodies, priming us to 
respond instantly to threat --called the sympathetic nervous system.

Galvanic Skin Response: 
With detectors on finger tips, we can measure a person’s response to stress. Similar technology 
is used in lie detectors. 

https://www.zyto.com/what-is-galvanic-skin-response

Do they control their hearts like Bud-
dhist monks? 

Through deep focus and meditation, some can lower their heart rate.  Deep diver use this 
technique to avoid wastage of energy.

Holter Monitor:
A battery pack size gizmo that can follow your heart rate, and more, for a 24hrs stretch. 

https://www.getqardio.com/healthy-heart-blog/holter-monitor-need-know-heart-cardiac-monitors/

Do they hone their minds like sharp 
shooters? 

Our brains electricity sparks from individual neurons, but also flows in ensembles. Think of 
a stadium that can create a wave, when people stand/sit in concert. This is where the brain 
becomes more than just a processing machine, but something greater.

Portable EEG:
Gives us data about whether  they are merely awake, borderline sleeping  are they in that mysterious AL-
PHA wave state that sharpshooters harness to be focused and relaxed.

https://imotions.com/blog/eeg-headset-prices/

Are their brains different? The primal emotional hub (amygdala) readies us for reacting without thinking. This is the 
source of phobias, and there is no greater phobia than fear dying. 

fMRI
Brain scans can be done (no radiation exposure, so no legal risk) to see how the characters respond to 
stressful (and calming) scenes on a video monitor. Likely the extreme athletes have learned to quiet the 
rage in their amygdalae. 

https://psychcentral.com/lib/what-is-functional-magnetic-resonance-imaging-fmri/

Are they adrenaline junkies? The chemistry of a thrill vs. the chemistry of Zen. Blood Tests: 
A panel of blood tests could reveal differences in stress hormones and adrenaline. These can be done on 
the field before and after event (e.g. base jumping) and compared to values from the day prior, drinking a 
beer.

https://aeon.co/ideas/how-people-with-sports-addiction-are-like-drug-addicts

Is their prefrontal cortex more active? What separates our brains from all other species is the PFC. This allows us to not merely be 
instinctive, but think down our fears and urges to choose our own fate. 

PET Scan
A type of brain scan that looks at metabolic activity (after tracer that follows glucose usage) is injected 
into an arm vein. 

https://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/teaching-packets/understanding-drug-abuse-addiction/sec-
tion-ii/2-positron-emission-tomography-pet-scan-person-us




